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The AK models are known for their rugged profile design and high durability. Their fame also makes them the second 
popular model, just right after the AR series. However, the design and setting on current AKs are still more traditional, 
which makes ICS, which emphasizes human factors engineering and player experience, not that satisfied.

Therefore, based on the traditional design, ICS incorporates many modern and novel designs, and comes up with a 
brand new CXP-ARK, which is featured an ERGO emphasized M-LOK/1913 handguard and pistol grip, more 
functional and versatile stock, and equipped with trendy T-Mag windowed magazine.

New Designed 
Front Sight

New Designed Light-weight 
Polymer M-LOK handguard

 Aluminum Upper Receiver Rail

Short Stroke Trigger 
(SSS Version Only)

New Designed Steel 14mm 
CCW Flash Hider

M1913 Picatinny RailRealistic Rear-Lockable Charging Handle

SPCC Stamping & Welding Steel Receiver

New Designed Fire Selector Lever

New Designed Rear Sight

Tactical Windowed T-MAG Magazine

New Ergo-Tech Textured Grip



New Designed 
Steel 14mm CCW 
Flash Hider

The new designed CNC milling made universal 14mm CCW 
thread steel flash hider, gives the CXP-ARK a more 
modernize profile than the traditional AK.

New Designed 
Light-weight Polymer 
M-LOK Handguard

CXP-ARK is equipped with newly designed 8.5-inch industri-
al-grade nylon fiber M-LOK tactical handguard, which not 
only has solid and trendy profile that improves the overall 
product quality, the lightweight and sturdy design is more 
conducive to activities in games.



Short Stroke Trigger 
(SSS Version Only)

The Short Stroke Trigger that works with the Pre-cocking 
feature of the SSS E-trigger, can effectively reduce the 
trigger traveling distance, increase the rate of fire, and 
greatly enhance the shooting responsiveness and 
accuracy.

New Ergo-Tech 
Textured Grip

Made of industrial grade Nylon Fiber, the ARK Ergo-Tech 
Tactical Grip is designed with unique ergonomics and 
anti-slip texture, which not only fits the hand shape, 
comfortable and sturdy, but also increases the grip friction. 
Even if it is used for a long time, it is not easy to be tired.



8mm Bushing 
Gearbox

ARK comes with an 8mm bushing third-generation gearbox, 
and MIM process pinion and bevel gears. Internal parts such 
as pistons, cylinders, gears, and motor are all available in 
commercially available specifications.

Gold-Plated Deans T plug
(SSS Version Only)

Upgraded Gold-Plated Deans Plug, could increase 
the  load capacity  and durability to burden the 
current generated while AEG is in use, to prevent 
the connector to be damaged by overheating. 

Smart Trigger 
(SSS Version Only)

The newly developed Smart Trigger that is integrated with the 
original SSS E-trigger system, can intelligently detect how the 
trigger has been pulled. In Full-Auto mode, you'll fire continuously 
in full-auto if the trigger is pressed continuously, and it will fire 3 
round burst if you give it a single tap, which is more intuitive and 
convenient.

T-Dean Plug(Standard for SSS, MOSFET)



Aluminum Upper 
Receiver Rail

The new lift-up upper receiver cover comes with an AL6061 
M1913 rail, and a locking point design, which is stable, and 
easier for customizing with add-on accessories.

QD Spring Guide

The iconic QD Spring Guide design provides players a more 
rapid way for adjustment. You only need an Allen Key to 
change the spring, adjust the muzzle velocity of your replica 
to meet different requirements per field.



New Designed Front 
and Rear Sights

New Designed uni-body Front and Rear Sights.

New Designed 
Metal Hop-up  

Uni-body metal reinforced hop-up chamber, increases the 
durability and air seal. It is also universal spec that is 
compatible with other AK models.



New Designed Fire 
Selector Plate / Spring 
Release mechanism

New Designed Fire Selector Plate, which not only has the 
standard 3-type-Fire control adjustment, but also comes with 
the unique spring tension release design for extending the 
service lifetime of your spring.

Light-weight Tactical 
Windowed T-MAG 
Magazine

New designed Nylon Fiber AK T-mag, which is not only 
light-weight but also study.

The user-friendly magazine housing comes with a transparent 
window and anti-slip design, which makes it easier to do ammo 
check, and also fast reload to get you back into the battlefield 
immediately.



SF1 Quick Response 
Foldable Stock 

Realistic and intuitive, designed specifically for the needs of 
quick engagement. Rapid deployable (Can be fully-extended 
directly, then adjusted to proper length with the adjust lever). 
Six-length adjustable, rear-wired design for larger battery 
compartment.

Adjustable Cheek Rest

Five height-level cheek Rest can be adjusted according to 
your aiming angle.

Steel Sling Swivel

Stock is Foldable



MK-94MK-94OD

Tactical Mid-cap Magazines
(Optional)

30/50 rounds dual capacity design can be interchanged freely per demand. 
Low-capacity design for simulating the use of real fire arms, suitable for 
military simulation or training purposes.

Completely empty every BB pellet in the magazine

Switchable 30/50 BB capacity 

Hi-cap Magazine
(540 Rounds)
(MK-93OD、MK-93)
(SSS, MOSFET Optional)



Performance Grade Reinforced Internals
(Standard for SSS, optional for MOSFET)

The SSS version CXP-ARK  is equipped with AL6061 Metal Air Nozzle, 
Cylinder and Piston Heads, Full Steel Teeth Piston, metal H-up, and MIM 
Pinion and Bevel gears as the factory default setting, which provides you a 
performance grade reinforced internal out of the box without further upgrades.

6061 Aluminum Piston Head
(MX-002)

6061 Aluminum Cylinder Head
(MX-001)

Full Steel Teeth Piston
(MX-009)

6061 Aluminum Metal 
Air Nozzle
(MK-92)
(Standard for SSS, purchased 
separately for MOSFET)

TM Spec. Compatible 
Metal H-UP
(Standard for SSS, MOSFET)

MIM (Metal Injection 

Molding) Pinion and 

Bevel Gears
(Standard for SSS, MOSFET)



MODEL OPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

Gun specs will be set differently according to the 
required settings from each market, the specifications 
listed above are for general use only.

Total Length

Inner Barrel Length

Weight

Muzzle Velocity

Magazine Capacity

Receiver Material

Motor

638-884mm

375mm

3365g

120m/s (394FPS)

540 rounds max.

Metal

EVO I 35000

ICS-131

IMD-131

ICS-131S3

IMD-131S3-1


